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ABSTRACT:  
This article aims at showing that safe operation of vessels also depends on effective and 

efficient maritime communication, which requires not only seafarers to be able to communicate 
linguistically, but also cross-culturally and interpersonally. This study reviews cross-cultural 
communication barriers and factors involved in maritime communication.  
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I. Introduction 
Over several decades the world merchant fleet has become multilingual and multicultural. 

Nowadays about two thirds of it sail with a crew of several nationalities. Maritime English has been 
accepted as the work language on board, as well as in ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore 
communication. There are certain requirements of language competence for the officers as well as 
for the ratings. In order to avoid accidents and incidents due to lack of understanding, the 
International Maritime Organization developed Standard Marine Communication Phrases, a set of 
key phrases in the English language.  

Maritime communication competence, however, includes not only linguistic, but cross-
cultural competence, too. Cross-cultural communication barriers involve anxiety, ethnocentrism, 
stereotypes and prejudice, nonverbal misinterpretations and language. Such communication barriers 
in the maritime context may lead to disastrous consequences. Misunderstanding can be the result of 
not knowing other nations’ customs and habits, ways of thinking, ways of expressing ideas, rules of 
behavior, social values and body language. Apart from language barriers, cultural barriers constitute 
the biggest obstacle for maritime communication. They result in distrust, conflicts, 
misunderstanding and even communication failures. Unfortunately, they even lead to incidents and 
accidents. 

II. Cultural factors in maritime communication 
In a survey carried out by Y. Q. Wang and P. Gu among seafarers and shore staff in China 

and Australia, the respondents, when asked about their opinion on cultural factors in maritime 
communication, pointed out verbal communication. More than half agreed that cultural knowledge, 
appropriate ways of using English and nonverbal communication were important. Only 3.6% 
believed that factors like use of hand signals were important. The most frequently mentioned 
cultural barriers were  

 lack of knowledge of social customs of other nations, cultural differences and 
cultural preferences, disrespect of officers for ratings, reluctance to admit 
incomprehension of a message, which caused great difficulty in radio 
communication. Next was lack of consideration for the other communicator such as 
speaking fast and using difficult words. 

Most respondents stated that for a harmonious life and work on board ship knowledge of 
other nations’ rules of behaviour, ways of thinking, religions, cuisine culture and eating habits were 
necessary. Accepting other people’s cultures, having empathy and sanitary practice were also 
necessary. Knowledge of other nations’ native languages and dressing habits were regarded as less 
important. 

Other important factors mentioned were mutual respect for each other’s religions, customs 
and opinions, appreciation for each other’s work achievements. They also believed that 
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multinational crewmembers must mind their wording and be tactful when pointing out a mistake at 
work.  

The Filipino National Maritime Polytechnic investigated issues encountered by Filipino 
seafarers in a multi-national crew. It has been found out that 70% of Filipino crewmembers are less 
than 40 years of age and only 5% completed high school. 31% of the respondents referred to 
problems with superiors. 

Communication and languages were the most commonly encountered problem; poor 
command of English. Raising of voices or shouting when giving orders were negatively received by 
Filipino seafarers. Filipinos complained and felt unease in the excessive drinking by colleagues. 
Filipinos were also distracted by colleague’s body odor and smell that affect interaction.  

Communication across cultural boundaries can be difficult! The danger is that a reticent and 
non-communicative crewmember is an inherent safety risk. The reason may be weak English or 
large power distance. 

III. Case study 
A large number of accidents are explained by human factors (about 70%) often sub-headed by 

clarifications like fatigue and ergonomics. There might be an equally important reason for human 
factors and that is multicultural misconceptions, power distance, stereotyping and substandard 
communication. If we have a quick look at maritime accident reports we can find examples of 
accidents where culture and language related problems played an important role. We can mention 
several examples. 

1. Bunga Teratai Satu 
The grounding of the Malaysian flag container ship Bunga Teratai Satu on the Great Barrier 

Reef occurred when a waypoint alteration was not made. The significant act identified by the 
accident investigators to have caused the waypoint alteration to be missed was the telephone call 
made by the Pakistani Mate and his wife to their family. The mate had developed a practice of 
asking the AB from Myanmar to plot the ship’s position from the GPS every hour when the ship 
was in open waters. As the Pilot had left the ship and they were out of the compulsory protection 
zone, but not onto their next waypoint, the AB assumed his role and proceeded to plot this position. 

The position plotted was adjacent to waypoint 34 on the ship’s passage plan, where the ship’s 
course was due to be altered. According to the AB, he kept expecting the mate to come back into 
the wheelhouse to alter course. But the mate did not reenter the wheelhouse until about 0715, 
whereupon he and his wife proceeded to make some coffee at the sink at the port side of the 
wheelhouse. At around 0717, after making coffee, the mate went to the chart table and checked the 
0700 position. He looked over the chart table console and told the AB that he had made a mistake in 
plotting the position. Shortly afterwards and in desperation he told the AB to ‘change to hand 
steering’ and shortly after the vessel was aground. 

The AB was obviously an intelligent young person with some six years seagoing experience. 
He had learnt to plot GPS positions but was not familiar with chart symbols or issues such as scale, 
or time/distance estimations. He did not realise the ship was standing into danger. He resumed his 
lookout duties assuming that the mate would make the appropriate alteration in due time. Such an 
attitude reflects a large ‘power�distance’ according to Hofstede (1997) and in their account the 
accident investigators noted that there existed a strict hierarchy between the Pakistani senior 
officers and the Malaysian, Indonesian and Myanmese junior officers and crew. 

It was important in the national culture of the crew that the AB � although he knew that 
something was wrong � did not question the decisions of his superior. If that happened in, let’s say 
an all Scandinavian crew, it is less likely this problem could have occurred, because there are few 
differences in Scandinavian cultures and there is no high power distance.  

2. Bright Field 
The Bright Field case illustrates a situation with a crew and a pilot from different cultures: 

American and Chinese. The word "no" is a very impolite word to the Chinese. It is therefore the 
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cultural practice of Chinese crews that they always answer "yes" - especially to an authority such as 
a pilot � even though they are well aware that the correct answer is "no". Further, the pilot suffered 
from a lack of information due to the fact that he was not able to understand the communication 
between the engine room and the bridge, which was in Chinese. He was prevented from recognition 
of the engine problems from the bridge/engine communication and he therefore suffered from 
information deprivation. 

3. Skagerak ferry  
The ferry Skagerak foundered in heavy weather in 1966 on route between Norway and 

Denmark. The passengers and the crew were all saved due to a remarkable effort from the crew as 
well as from the vessels and helicopters engaged in the search and rescue operation. The mustering 
of the passengers was not done using loudspeakers. A member of the crew knocked on the door to 
every cabin and asked the passengers in Norwegian or Danish to don their lifejackets and go to the 
mustering stations as quickly as possible. A couple of French speaking passengers did not 
understand the instructions given and assumed that the crewmember talked about the arrival. They 
therefore dressed carefully and prepared for the arrival and went to the passenger area where they 
found the other passengers dressed in pajamas and lifejackets. It is evident that the problems with 
the communication between the crew and the passengers could have had fatal consequences. 

4. Scandinavian Star ferry 
The ferry Scandinavian Star burned out completely on a voyage from Norway to Denmark in 

1990. A lot of the passengers and crewmembers died in the fire, and the accident was considered to 
be one of the worst passenger ferry disasters ever in European waters. Witness testimonies express 
problems related to crew�passenger communication and crew�crew communication due to 
different languages. The captain even complained about the poor English language skills of the 
crew in a telefax to the shipowner before the accident occurred.  

5. M/V Royal Majesty 
Massachusetts on 10 th June 1995 is a very complicated case with a number of human factors 

issues. The issue to be used in this analysis is the communication between M/V Royal Majesty and 
a group of Portuguese fishing boats and the ship to ship communication between the fishing boats 
on VHF channel 16 a short time before the grounding. The M/V Royal Majesty was off route due to 
a malfunction of navigation equipment on the bridge, but the crew were unaware of this 
malfunction due to false indications from the navigation equipment. At a certain point, the crews on 
board a group of Portuguese fishing boats realised that M/V Royal Majesty was heading towards 
danger and tried to call it on channel 16. Because they called a vessel on a certain position, and the 
crew on board M/V Royal Majesty was convinced that they were in another position, the crew on 
M/V Royal Majesty did not respond to the call � the call was made in English. The call in English 
did not indicate any danger, but the ship to ship communication within the group of Portuguese 
fishing vessels did indeed indicate danger, but this communication was in Portuguese and was not 
understood by the crew on board M/V Royal Majesty. There is a possibility, that the crew would 
have paid attention to it, had the communication been in English and there is a further possibility 
that the crew might had been alerted that their vessel was off course.  

6. Attilio Ievoli 
Attilio Ievoli was a double hulled chemical tanker which ran aground in the west Solent. Her 

crew of 16 were Italian, with the exception of a Russian chief officer and Ukrainian second officer, 
first engineer and fitter. Shortly before the incident the second officer informed the master that the 
vessel was off the intended track. However, the master was using his mobile phone at the time and 
did not respond. The second officer did nothing further to bring the master's attention to the 
approaching problem. Language was not an issue, as both master and second officer spoke adequate 
English. However, the contrast of cultures was  significant. The second officer’s reluctance to 
challenge the master is thought to be a result of a combination of cultural differences and 
communications practice on board. Crosscultural factor contributed to the failure of this interaction. 
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Research suggests that, on average, Eastern European cultures, such as that of the Ukraine, are 
higher on 'power distance' than is the Italian culture. That is, subordinates expect to show greater 
respect and deference to superiors and are more likely to expect to be led in the 

workplace. The apparently passive actions of the second officer are consistent with attitudes 
and beliefs found in higher power distance cultures and with comments made by the Russian chief 
officer that Eastern European crew members tend to await instruction before acting. 

7. Reno chemical tanker 
The chemical tanker Reno collided with the fishing vessel Ocean Rose while on passage from 

Teesport to Immingham. As a power-driven vessel, Reno was required to keep clear of Ocean Rose, 
but did not do so because her officer of the watch (OOW) had left the bridge and gone to his cabin. 
There was a Filipino able seaman (AB) present on the bridge of Reno. He realised that Ocean Rose 
was potentially a problem and tried to contact the OOW but unsuccessfully. Instead of alerting the 
master, the AB took avoiding action but could not prevent the collision. According to the findings 
of the MAIB accident report it is possible that the AB' s culture influenced his judgment. The 
experience of the ship managers was that the Filipino ratings were only comfortable working and 
reporting within a well-defined hierarchy. Within the bridge watch practice, the AB lookout would 
have been aware of his position with regard to the OOW. However, he might have felt 
uncomfortable to report the proximity of the fishing vessel and the absence of the OOW, directly to 
the master (MAIB 2004b). 

8. Sichem Melbourne 
The chemical/product carrier Sichem Melbourne sustained damage and damaged mooring 

structures as she departed her berth at Coryton Oil Refinery on the River Thames estuary. A pilot 
boarded the vessel to conduct her navigation during the departure. During the initial information 
exchange the pilot did not explain in detail his plan for the manoeuvre to the master, concerned that 
the latter may take any further explanation as an insult to his professional competence. As a result 
there was an unspoken assumption between the master and the pilot that each knew what the other's 
intentions were. They each had a plan in their mind for taking the ship off her berth, but did not 
adequately share it with each other. The master understood that the pilot was ready to cast off the 
forward springs and hence communicated this, in Russian, to the forward mooring party. However, 
these instructions were not understood by the pilot and it was only after the event that he was aware 
the ship was no longer tethered to the jetty. This initiated a catalogue of events that culminated in 
heavy contact with mooring structures and a near miss with a tanker discharging on a neighbouring 
jetty (MAIB 2008). 

IV. Conclusions 
The above examples indicate that maritime communications should be improved. So far the 

efforts have been concentrated on improving the seafarers’ English language competence. However, 
communication does not just depend on a technical grasp of a language. Naval academies, maritime 
universities and other nautical institutions should provide for training in cross-cultural competence 
for the future seafarers. However, inclusion of such training in the curriculum would require 
revision of the STCW convention and other international legislation. This process could take years 
and currently the issue is not even in the agenda, with other hot topics such as piracy making the 
headlines. For that reason maritime training institutions should find alternative ways to raise 
cultural awareness. One possible solution is to introduce foreign exchange programmes for students 
at nautical colleges. Foreign exchange programmes would ensure improvement of both language 
competence and cultural awareness of students who undertake them. 
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